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The evaluation of logic programs is traditionally implemented in monolithic systems that are general-purpose in the sense that

they are able to process an entire class of programs. In this work, we follow a different approach; we present a compilation

procedure that is able to generate a problem-specific executable implementation of a given (non-ground) logic program. Our

implementation follows a bottom-up evaluation strategy. Moreover, we implemented such procedure into a C++ tool and we

present an experimental analysis that shows the performance benefits that can be obtained by a compilation-based approach.

• Datalog

➢ A simple, yet flexible logic language

• Datalog Systems

➢ General-purpose approach

o process an entire class of programs

➢ Compilation-based approach

o compile the program in a specialized procedure

• A new compiler for stratified Datalog programs

• Experiment with well-know benchmarks

          

       

                 

   
                

        

       

                 

   

       

        
                     

COMPILER ARCHITECTURE

• Program parsing and pre-processing → compiler

• Dependency Graph construction → compiler

• Detect SCCs and identify program modules → compiler

• Generate a C++ program → compiler

• Evaluate modules by respecting dependencies → compiled program

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

• The compiled approach performs well in all domains and in 

less time

EXAMPLE OF COMPILED PROGRAM

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Encoding
reaches(X,Y) :- edge(X,Y). (1)                                  reaches(X,Y) :- edge(X,Z), reaches(Z,Y). (2)
noReach(Y) :- vertex(Y), not reaches(2,Y).  (3)

Table 1: Average execution times in seconds and number of solved instances grouped by solvers 

and domains, best performance outlined in bold face.

Figure 1: Overall performance: Cactus plot of the execution times reported for OpenRuleBench

• Specialized C++ implementation for a given

program
➢ repetitive operations are omitted

➢ ah-hoc data structures are generated

• Experimental results are encouraging

➢ can be faster than monolithic implementations

• We plan to extend the complier to the grounding

of ASP programs

Figure 2: Dependency Graph of the reachability program example

ADDITIONAL DETAILS

• The tool is available at:
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